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Abstract 
In 1982 Perrin obtained a method to embed a finite bifix code into a recognizable complete 
bifix code. It is unknown whether any recognizable bifix code is contained in a recognizable 
complete bifix code. This open problem is positively solved in this paper. We show that any 
recognizable bifix code is contained in a recognizable complete bifix code and an embedding 
method is obtained. 
The completion of codes is an important problem in the theory of codes. There are 
many results for the completion of many classes of codes. For the completion of bifix 
codes, in 1982 Perrin proved that a finite bifix code may not be contained in a finite 
complete bifix code, but any finite bifix code is contained in a recognizable complete 
bifix code. A method to embed a finite bifix code into a recognizable complete bifix 
code is obtained [2]. There are examples to show that a thin bifix code may not be 
contained in a thin complete bifix code. It is unknown whether a recognizable bifix 
code is contained in a recognizable complete bifix code [l]. This open problem is 
positively solved in this paper. We show that any recognizable bifix code is contained 
in a recognizable complete bifix code and an embedding method is obtained. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let A be a set called the alphabet. A* is the free monoid generated by A. 1 is the 
identity of A*. A+ = A* - 1. A subset of A* is called a language over A. The language 
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X E A+ satisfying 
(Vxi,yjEX) (x1x2...x,=yly2...ym,jn=m and xi=yi, i= l,...,n) 
is called a code. 
X c A+ satisfying X n XA+ = 8 is called a prefix code. X s A+ satisfying 
X n A+X = 0 is called a suffix code. A code which is both prefix and suffix is called 
a bifix code. 
Let G E A*. The congruence PC on A* defined as follows, 
t/s, t E A*, sPGt if and only if Vu, v E A*, usv E Gcrutv E G, 
is called the principal congruence generated by G. The P,-class containing s is 
denoted by sP,. The language G E A* is called recognizable if the index of the 
principal congruence generated by G is finite. The family of recognizable languages is 
closed under the Boolean and rational operations. If G is recognizable, then for any 
language H, the quotients H-‘G= (sI3h~H:hs~G) and GH-‘= (sI3h~H: 
sh E G} also are recognizable. 
Let G E A*. We denote all the factors (left factors, right factors) of G by F(G) 
(F,(G), F,(G)) and the proper factors (proper left factors, proper right factors) of G by 
F,(G) (FPL(G), F&G)). Here the “proper factor (proper left factor, proper right factor) 
s of G” means: sE P(G) (FL(G), F,(G)) and s $ G. If G is recognizable, then all of F(G), 
F,(G), FR(G), F,(G), FPL(G), FPR(G) are recognizable. The code X c A+ is called 
complete if F(X*) = A*. The prefix order < p, suffix order < s and infix order < i on 
A* are defined as follows: 
Vs, t E A*, s Gp t if s E FL(t); 
Vs, t E A*, s <, t if s E FR(t); 
Vs, t E A*, S<it if SEF(t) [1,3]. 
We denote s E FPL(t) by s <p t, s E FPR(t) by s <s t, s E Fp(t) by s <it. 
2. Some definitions and related properties 
In this section we define the infix root of a language G. Then we part G in layers. In 
[l], the formal power series Lx generated by the bifix code X is defined as follows: for 
any word w, (L,, W) is the number of left factors of w which have no right factor in X. 
We part Lx in two formal power series URx and VRx (or ULx and VL,). Some 
related properties are discussed. 
Definition 2.1. Let G E A*. The set G - (A+ GA* u A*GA +) is called the infix root of 
G and denoted by I(G). The set G - GA+ is called the prefix root of G and denoted by 
P(G). The set G - A+G is called the suffix root of G and denoted by S(G). 
Clearly, I(G) = 8 iff G = 8. 
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Definition 2.2. Let G E A*. The set I(G - I(G)) is called the 2nd infix root of G and 
denoted by I’(G). If I”(G) is defined, then 
I G - (j I’(G) , 
i=l 
where I’ = I, is called the (n + 1)th infix root of G and denoted by I”+‘(G). 
Clearly, G = Uim_ 1I’(G) and I”(G - I(G)) = I”+l(G). 
Definition 2.3. Let X E A+ be a prefix code. The language P(A+ - XA* - FL(X)) is 
called the prefix complement of X and denoted by x. 
Definition 2.4. Let X E A+ be a bifix code and s E A*. The number of left factors of 
s which have no right factor in X is denoted by (L,,s). The number of left factors of 
s which have no right factor in X and are not right factors of X is denoted by ( ULx, s). 
The number of left factors of s which are proper right factors of X is denoted by 
( VLx, s). Dually, the number of right factors of s which have no left factor in X and are 
not left factors of X is denoted by (URx, s). The number of right factors of s which are 
proper left factors of X is denoted by ( VRx, s). 
In [l], it was proved (,!,,, s) = the number of right factors of s which have no left 
factor in X. Thus (L,,s) = (UL,,s) + (V&,s) = (UR,,s) + (VR,,s). 
Definition 2.5. Let X, Y E A+ be prefix codes. If, for any s E XA*, there exists t E Y 
such that s, t are comparable in the prefix order 6 P and, for any s’ E YA*, there exists 
t’ E X such that s’, t’ are comparable in the prefix order < P, then X and Y are called 
prefix equivalent denoted by X s Y. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X E A+ be a prejiix code. Then 
(i) 8 v X is a maximal prefix code over A; 
(ii) X is a maximal prefix code over A iff x = 8; 
(iii) FPL(X) S FPL(X); 
(iv) Xv I(X) = r7 - I(X). 
Proof. (i) and (i) are trivial. 
(iii) Let st EJ?, where SE A*, t E A+. Since stv X is prefix, s&XA*. If 
s & FPL(X), then s v X is prefix. This contradicts with st E x. Hence s E FPL (X). 
(iv) 
X v I(8) = P[A+ - (Xv I(x))A* - F,_(X u I(8))] 
= P[A+ - XA* - I(X - FL(X) - FL(I(X))] 
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= P[A+ - x‘4* - FL(X) - I(x) 
= P[(iT u B) - I(x) 
= P[@ - I(X)) u B,] 
= d - I(X), 
where B is some language satisfying B E _%A+ and B1 is some language satisfying 
B, E (J? - @))A+. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let X and Y be prefix codes and Y p I(d). Then X u Y = d - I(X). 
Moreover, 1(X u Y) = I’(z). 
Proof. First, we point out the following fact. If U and V are prefix and U z V, then 
UA* u FL(U) = ?‘A* u F,_(V). Thus 
A+ -(Xv Y)A* - F,(Xu Y) = A+ - x/l* - FL(X) - Y/l* - FL(Y) 
= A+ - x/l* - FL(X) - I(z - F,(I(.x)) 
=A+ -(xuI(X))A*-F,(XuI(X)). 
Then 
XuY=P(A+-(XuY)A*-FL(XuY)) 
= P(A+ - (X u I(X - Fr(X u I(X)) 
= XVI(X). 
By Lemma 2.1, X u I(X) = X - I(X). Moreover 1(X u Y) = 1(x - I(x)) = 12@). 
- 
u 
Lemma 2.3. Let X 5 A+ be a bifix code, E c {s E A* 1 (L,,s) = n + l}. F G {s E A* 1 
(L,,s) < n>. Then 
EnF,(X)=EnFR(XuF)=EnF,(X-F). 
Proof. Suppose thatfis a right factor of F. By the definition of F, (L,,f) < n. Hence 
f cannot be in E. The conclusion is obtained immediately. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let X E A+ be a bifix code, n an arbitrary positive integer and 
Y = P(s E A* I(L,,s) = n}. Then no rightfactor of Y is in X. 
Proof. If Y = 8, then the conclusion holds. Suppose that Y # 8. Clearly, 1 iq Y. If 
sa E Y, where a E A, and sa have a right factor in X, then (Lx, s) = (Lx, sa) = n. This 
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contradicts with that Y is a prefix root of {s E A* 1 (Lx, s) = n}. Hence no right factor of 
Y is in X. Cl 
Lemma 2.5. Let X c A+ be a bijix code, Z c x, n an arbitrary positive integer and 
Y = ZA* n P( (s E A* 1 (I,,, s) = n}), 
Then X u (Y - FR(X)) is a bifx code. 
Proof. If Y = 8, then the conclusion is true. Suppose Y # 8. Since Y is contained in 
a prefix root, then Y is prefix. If there are s, t E Y such that s < s t, by t E ZA* E XA*, 
we know that no left factor of t is in X. Thus, (Lx, t) > (Lx, s) = n. This contradicts 
with t E Y. Therefore Y is suffix. Moreover Y is a bifix code. Let s E X and 
t E Y - FR(X). Since YE XA*, s and t are not comparable in the prefix order. By 
Lemma 2.4, no right factor of Y is in X. From the condition of this lemma, t 4 FR (X). 
Therefore s and t are not comparable in the suffix order. This shows that 
Xu(Y- FR(X)) is a bifix code. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Let X c A ’ be a bifix code which is not maximal bijix. Let Z c At be 
a prejix code and for any s E Z, max {(L,,s) 1 s E Z} < n. Then Y = ZA* n 
P( (S 1 (Lx, s) = n}) and Z are prefix equivalent. 
Proof. First we show that for any s E A* and any k > (L,, s), there exists t E A+ such 
that (Lx, st) = k. Since X is bifix but not maximal bifix, there exists u E At - X such 
that X u u is bifix. Consider the number of right factors of suk which have no left factor 
in X, we know (L,, suk) 2 k. So there exists t Gp uk such that (L,, st) = k. Now for any 
s E Z, since (Lx,s) < n, there exists s1 E A+ such that (Lx, ssl) = n. Thus we have 
s2 < ,, si such that ssz E Y. Obviously, s and ssz are comparable in the prefix order. Let 
t E Y, then t E ZA*. Clearly there exists t’ E Z such that t and t’ are comparable in the 
prefix order. So Y and Z are prefix equivalent. 0 
3. The properties of recognizable bifix codes 
In this section we discuss the properties which are possessed by recognizable bifix 
codes only. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X E A’ be a recognizable b$x code and n be the index of the principal 
congruence Px of X. Then 
s”A*nX=A*s”nX=@ 
for any s E A+. 
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Proof. If there exists s E A+ satisfying s”A* n X # 8, then there exists t E A* such that 
s”t E X. Consider the sequence of words 
1 = so, s,s2, . . .) 9. (1) 
Since X is a bifix code, then for any i,j, 0 Q i < j 6 n, we have 
s’(s”_‘t) E x, sj(sn-it)$X. 
This shows that any two different words of the sequence (1) are not contained in the 
same Px-class. This contradicts with that the index of Px is n. So we have 
s”.4* n X = 8. Similarly, we can prove A*s” n X = 8. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let X E A+ be a recognizable bifx code and m be the index of the 
principal congruence Px of X. Then Im+ 1 (X) = 8. 
Proof. Obviously, X is a recognizable language. So m < co. If Imfl(x) # 0, then we 
have the following sequence of words: 
S1 <is2 <i “. <iS,-l, 
where siEII’(X), i = l,..., m + 1. Since the index of P, is m, then there exist si, sj, 
1 < i < j < m + 1, contained in the same P,-class. From si < i Sj and 8 is prefix, we 
know that there exists u E A+, u E A* such that sj = UsiU. Thus for any k, ukSiVk E Sip,. 
Because the principal congruence Px of X saturates X [3], then SiPx E 8. By the 
definition of X, u* n XA* = 8. By Lemma 3.1, u”A* n X = 0, where n is the index of 
Px. So u” E A+ - XA* - FL(X). Moreover, U” A+ n x = 0. This contradicts with 
U”SiU”E~. SO I”+‘(X)=0. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let X G A’ be a recognizable bifix code and n be the index of the principal 
congruence Px of X. Then for any s E A*, ( VLx, s) < n, ( VRx, s) d n. 
Proof. If ( VLx, s) > n, then there exist at least n + 1 left factors 
Sl <ps2 <p”. <ps,+1 \p < s (2) 
of s which are right factors of X. Since the index of P, is n, there are two words Si, sj, 
i #j, of (2) contained in the same P,-class. Thus if tsi E X, then tsj E X. This contra- 
dicts with that X is bifix. So (VL,,s) ,< n. Similarly, we can prove that 
(VR,,s) < n. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let X c A+ be a recognizable bijix code. Then for any s E I(X), 
(UR,,s) = 1. 
Proof. If X = 0, then the conclusion holds. Suppose that X # 0. Let s E I@). By the 
definition of X, we know s n XA* = 0 and sA* n X = 8. So (UR,,s) 2 1. If 
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(URz, s) > 1, then there exists s1 cs s satisfying s1 A XA* = 8 and s1 A* n X = 0. This 
shows that there exists s2 GP s1 such that s2 E 8. This contradicts with the definition 
of I(X). 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let X c A+ be a recognizable bijx code and n be the index of the principal 
congruence Px of X. Then for any s E I(x), (L,,s) < n + 1. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, (L,,s) = (UR,,s) + (VR,, s) d 1 + n. Cl 
Lemma 3.6. Let X E A+ be a recognizable bifx code. Then for any n, the language 
{s E A* ) (L,, s) = n} is recognizable. 
Proof. In fact, the set {s E A* 1 (L,,s) = n is constructed as follows. Setting } 
B1 = P(A* - A*X), 
B2 = P(B1 A* - A*X), 
&I = P(B,_l A* - A*X), 
the last set is just {s E A* 1 (Lx, s) = n}. Therefore {s E A* I (L,,s) = n} is recogniz- 
able. Cl 
4. Embedding a recognizable bifix code into a recognizable complete bifix code 
In this section we give the construction to embed a recognizable bifix code into 
a recognizable complete bifix code. A recognizable bifix code X is completed in 
m steps, where m is the index of the principal congruence Px of X. In each step, the 
prefix complement of the extended bifix code is decreased. To the last step, the prefix 
complement is empty and the extension is completed. Moreover, in each step pointed 
above, the extension again passes some times. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X E A+ be a recognizable bijix code and n be the index of the 
principal congruence Px of X. Setting 
UO = I(X)A*nP({sl(L,,s) = n + 2}), 
v, = uo nFFR(X), 
w,= uo- v,, 
Y, = xv w,, 
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andfor i 2 1, 
Ui= Vi-,A*fTP({sl(Ly,_,,S)=n+2+i)), 
Vi= UinFR(X)y 
Wi= Ui- Vi, 
Y1 =xu wou w,v*..v WI, 
then 
(i) for any i > 0, Yi is a bijix code, 
(ii) V, = 8, 
(iii) I(X) S W, u WI u ... u W,, and I(F,,) = I’(x), 
(iv) Y, is recognizable. 
Proof. (i) We show that the following relations hold: 
-vi AL (_Ji+l = . . . 
V I... P&Z v 
‘V,E U,= u WI 
I(B) Ai u(J = u W, (3) 
wo 
If X is a maximal bifix code, then Uj = Vj = Wj = 8, j = 0, 1, . . . Clearly (i) holds. 
Suppose that X is not maximal bifix. Since max{(Lx,s) 1 s E I(8)) < n + 1, I(s) g U. 
(Lemma 2.6). From I(x) % Uo, U. G X,4*. Therefore Y. is bifix (Lemma 2.5) and 
Lr, is well defined. If Y. is a maximal bifix code then Vo = Uj = Vj = Wj = 8, 
j = 1,2, . . . Clearly (i) holds. Suppose that Y. is not maximal bifix. Since 
max{(Lr,,s)lsE V,) < max{(Lx,s)lsE Vo} = n + 2, V. g Ui (Lemma 2.6). From 
V. s U1 and the previous relations, U1 E yo,A*. Notice 
U1 c {s I (ho, 4 = n + 3}, 
WO C {sI(Lx,s) = n + 2) E {sI(LyO,s) < n + 2}, 
we know VI = U1 n FR(X) = U1 n FR(YO) (Lemma 2.3). Therefore Yi is bifix 
(Lemma 2.5) and Ly, is well defined. In general, suppose that up to i the relations in (3) 
hold. If Yi is a maximal bifix code, then Vi = Uj = Vj = Wj = 0, j = i + 1, i + 2, . . . 
Clearly (i) holds. If Yi is bifix but not maximal bifix, since max{(Lr,, x) 1 s E Vi) d 
max{(L,,_,,s)IsEVi}=n+2+i,Vi != Ui+,(Lemma2.6).FromVi~ Ui+iandthe 
previous relations, Ui+ 1 G YiA*. Notice 
Ui G {S I(Ly,_,,S) = n + 2 + i}, 
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and 
WoU..‘V Wi_1 
G{s((L,,s)=n+2}u ***u {sI(LyCJ) = n + 1 + i> 
E{sI(LY,_,,s)~n+2}u ***u{sl(L,,_l,s)<n+ 1 + i} 
= {s 1 (LY,_,,S) < n + 1 + i}, 
we know Vi = Ui n FR(X) = Ui n FK( Yi_ 1) (Lemma 2.3). Therefore Yi+ 1 is bifix 
(Lemma 2.5) and Lr,,, is well defined. Going on in this way, we know that for any 
i 2 0, Yi is bifix. 
(ii) If I’, # 8, then we have some word s E I’.. Clearly, 
V” c u, E V”-iA+, V”_, E U,_r E v,_z/t+ )...) Vr E ur c I/,A+. 
Thus s can be decomposed as follows: 
s = soto, so = sit1,...,s, = Sn_lt”_l, 
where si E FR(X), i = 0, . . . . n. Since Vi c I @)A*, then si+X and moreover 
Si E Fra(X), i = 0, . . . . n. This shows that (VL,,s) > n + 1. By Lemma 3.3, it is imposs- 
ible. So V, = 8. 
(iii) By the relations (3) and V,, = 8, 
z wov w,u...v W,_,UU” 
= wov w,v.*- u w,_,v w,v v, 
Ji wou w,u***v W”_,U w,. 
By Lemma 2.2, I(y,) = 12(x). 
(iv) From the construction of Ui, Vi, Wi, and Lemma 3.6, we know that Y, is 
recognizable. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Let X c A+ be a recognizable bifix code. Then there exists Z c A+ such 
that X v Z is a recognizable complete bifx code. 
Proof. Since X is recognizable, 8 is also recognizable. Let m < 03 be the index of Pt. 
By Theorem 4.1, there exists Z1 such that X u Z1 is a recognizable bifix code and 
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Zi g I(B), 1(X u 2,) = 12(X). Again by Theorem 4.1, for recognizable bifix code 
X u Zr , there exists .Z2 such that X u Zi u Z2 is a recognizable bifix code and 
22 g 12(X LJ Z,), 
1(X u 21 u 2,) = 1(X u Z,) 
= 12(X - I(X)) (Lemma 2.2) 
= 13(X). 
Repeating in this way, we obtain Zi , Z2,. . ., Z, such that X u Zi u ... u Z, is a recog- 
nizable bifix code and 
22 g 1(X u Z,), 
Z,_l s I(xuz~u***uz,_,), 
moreover, 
I(XUZ,U~~~UZ,) 
=12(xuziu...uz,_,) 
= 12((X u zi u ***uZ,_,)-I(XuZ,u ... u Z,_,)) (Lemma 2.2) 
=13(xuz,u*~*uz,_,) 
= . . . 
= Irn+ ‘(8). 
By Lemma 3.2, Im+r(X) = 0 and moreover XuZ, u ... u Z, = 0. Then 
X u Zr u ... u Z, is a maximal prefix code. A recognizable code which is maximal 
prefix must be a complete code [l]. Therefore X u Zi u ... u Z, is a recognizable 
complete bifix code. 0 
The previous method is usable for finite bifix codes because finite codes are always 
recognizable. But we have a simple formula for finite bifix codes. 
Theorem 4.3. Let X G A+ be a jinite bijx code, p = max{(L,,s) I s E X} and 
n > p + 1. Then X u Y is a recognizable complete bijix code, where 
Y = _%A* n P( {s E A* 1 (L,, s) = n}). 
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Proof. In fact, max{ (L,, s) ) s E x} < p + 1 because of XA- ’ G FL(X) (Lemma 2.1). 
Thus from Lemma 2.5, X u (Y - FR(X)) is a bifix code. Since n > p + 1, then 
Y n FR(X) = 0. Thus X u Y is bifix. By Lemma 2.6, Y and X are prefix equivalent. So 
X u Y is a maximal prefix code. By Lemma 3.6, X u Y is recognizable. Therefore 
X u Y is a recognizable complete bifix code. 0 
Remark. The method to embed a finite bifix code into a recognizable complete bifix 
code provided by Theorem 4.3 and the method provided by [l] are the same; however 
their representations are different. But using Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, the result is 
different from [l]. 
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